
Zero Trust Collaboration

Introduction
Privacy requirements, security concerns, and data silos impede organizations such as government agencies, financial 
institutions and medical research centers from sharing and collaborating on data needed to make critical decisions in 
support of their missions. 

Duality empowers each organization to share data security to support their mission while complying with privacy 
regulations and security requirements to unlock the value of sensitive data through secure and private collaboration. 
By operationalizing Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs), Duality enables efficient and effective collaboration 
across teams, agencies, jurisdictions, and sectors, to enable them to better fight financial and cyber crimes; research 
and analyze sensitive data, address complaints, and more.

Duality and DARPA
Duality’s research and development team has been leading the research and development of PETs - and Fully 
Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) in particular - since its early stages as a theoretical area of research by the US 
Department of Defense (DoD), and specifically the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). 

Advancing Privacy-Preserving 
Technologies with Duality and the 
Defense Advanced Research Projects 
Agency (DARPA)

More recently, Duality contracted with DARPA to develop privacy-
preserving machine learning capabilities to train models on encrypted 
data from multiple sources. The capabilities developed under one of 
these projects (DARPA Cooperative Secure Learning, or CSL) 
supports cyber threat intelligence sharing. At present, many 
organizations and agencies are hesitant to reveal sensitive details 
about cyber-attacks on their networks, diminishing their ability to 
develop threat detection models and to strengthen collective and 
individual resilience. By securely generating insights from each 
other’s data while it remains encrypted, multiple companies and 
agencies can build smarter detection mechanisms without exposing 
private information - enabling a paradigm shift in the global fight 
against ever more sophisticated cyber crimes.

Duality successfully transitioned this technology developed with 
funding in the CSL project to its commercially offered products, 
where it is used in areas concerned with cyber and other financial 
crimes, COVID-19 and cancer research, and more.

Members of Duality’s team 
built the world’s first general-

purpose, open-source, and 
standards-compliant FHE 

library with DARPA funding. 
This library, called PALISADE, 

and its successor, called 
OpenFHE, are used by a 
community of leading 

institutions in academia, the 
private sector, and the public 
sector. Duality has continued 

to work on a number of
DARPA-funded projects since 
then and has also transitioned 

work to successful use in 
both the private and public 

sectors. 



Hardware Acceleration and Future-Proofing with DPRIVE
In late 2022, the Duality-led team advanced to Phase II of DARPA’s Data Protection in Virtual Environments (DPRIVE) 
program. In Phase I, the Duality-led team designed a hardware accelerator for machine learning on data encrypted using 
FHE. The team’s successful design work in Phase I justified their selection for Phase II and the multi-million-dollar 
research and development contract to design and prototype encrypted computing acceleration hardware. 

A goal of the Duality-led TREBUCHET teams is to make machine learning (ML) on FHE-protected data just as fast as ML 
on unencrypted data by designing a hardware accelerator integrated with advanced FHE software such as OpenFHE.

Hardware acceleration poses several significant challenges, including both computational and memory bottlenecks. 
Solving these problems has transformative potential for enabling privacy-preserving ML using FHE. FHE workloads 
exhibit a high level of task and data parallelism that can be exploited by parallel processors; a low-cost but 
computationally efficient and highly optimized hardware co-processor is an ideal platform for accelerating the execution 
of core FHE operations.

Cryptographic Software Framework: The OpenFHE Library
Hardware acceleration requires reliable software implementation of the target functionalities on general-purpose 
CPUs. One prominent FHE software library is OpenFHE. A community-driven, open-source project, the OpenFHE
Library has a diverse group of contributors from both industry and academia, including Duality, Samsung, Intel, 
MIT, UCSD, and others. With simpler APIs, modularity, cross-platform support, and integration of hardware 
accelerators, it is a resource for organizations–including providers of advanced hardware capabilities–to engage 
with the expanding field of FHE. Providers do not need to be experts, as OpenFHE simplifies the user’s access to 
many of the complicated cryptographic capabilities.  

Hardware Abstraction Layer
Unique among current FHE libraries, OpenFHE provides a standard Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) designed 
to support different hardware acceleration technologies, such as Advanced Vector eXtensions (AVX), Graphics 
Process Unit (GPU), Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), and Application-Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC). 
The Intel HEXL library backend is a living example of HAL instantiation in OpenFHE.

The Opportunity for Hardware Acceleration Providers
Forward-looking providers of advanced hardware capabilities are increasingly exploring opportunities to accelerate 
FHE. Given the potential of hardware acceleration to make FHE practical in a variety of applications, this market trend 
is expected to grow. Such providers can refer to OpenFHE as the library to support their backends. 

Next Steps
Interested in learning more about OpenFHE and Hardware Acceleration? Read more in our white paper, “Hardware 
Acceleration of Fully Homomorphic Encryption: Making Privacy-Preserving Machine Learning Practical.” 
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About Duality
Duality is the leader in privacy enhanced secure data collaboration, empowering organizations worldwide to maximize the value of their data 
without compromising on privacy or regulatory compliance.  Founded and led by world-renowned cryptographers and data scientists, Duality 
operationalizes privacy enhancing technologies (PETs) to accelerate data insights by enabling analysis and AI on encrypted data, while preserving 
data privacy, compliance and protecting valuable IP. A Gartner Cool Vendor, Duality was named a Tech Pioneer 2021 by the World Economic Forum 
(WEF) and listed on Fast Company's 2020 Most Innovative Companies and recently won the 2022 CB Insights’ AI 100, the 2022 and 2023 RegTech
100 Awards, and the AIFinTech100 2022 Awards. For more information, visit dualitytech.com and follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter. 
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